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RAKD has undertaken a broad study^dealing with the vulnerability to
A-bomb attack of Allied tactical air forces in Western Europe.

It inclxidee

a ccKuparison of the effectiveness and cost of a nmber of air base defense
measures.

The measure discussed in this substudy is based on a combination

of physical protection and dispersal, and consists of four equivalent and
self-sufficient underground hangars as far apart as the base boundaries
permit.

They contain not only the airplanes but all of the personnel,

equipment and supplies, except the nearby underground POL and aasranition,
necessary to sustain operations, under emergency operating conditions, for
a period of thirty days.

o

Thou^ called * 'underground*1 the floor of the

tunnel-shaped, earth-covered concrete hangars is only 6’-611 below grade.
By designing the hangars to resist the overpressure at a raditis from ground
sero of half the distance between the hangars no more than one hangar can
be destroyed by a single A-bcaub, thus assuring the preservation of at least
75 per cent of thebase'b operational capability. To modify an existing fighterbomber base, in accordance with this design, would cost (overseas) approximately
000,000 for defense against a 100 EP bomb, and /Sl6,000,000 for defense
against a 2 MI bomb.

The probabilities of starting combat operations from

at least three of the hangars at say two days after a 100 KT bomb drop, as
the result of both damage and contamination, are
CEP.

q03

for 1500* CEP and a55 for 5000'

If further study reveals that the fueling and anaiag of the aircraft

could be dose in the hangars then these values would increase to 0,52 and0.39,
respectively.

J

(See Figures 15 to I6 inclusive, for other values for the 100 E?

and 2 MT bombs, at 1500' and 50OO’ CSP).
See List of DEFUTAC Reports, p. vi.

It is concluded that as a base-

9-14-54
-iiihardening measure the principle of operating from dispersed and selfsufficient underground hangars appears ver^ promising.

However, if the

fueling and arming of the aircraft are done in the open rather than in the
hangars then the dosage limitations to the personnel will require several
days, instead of about one day, before a good probability of starting
combat operations is assured.

The comparison of this base defense measure

with other measures is not the province of this sub-study.

The final de

cision must be made in the light of the operational, cost and lead time
considerations pertinent to the over-all problemi.

o
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There has been growing concern within the Air Force over the vulnerability
of Allied tactical air forces in Western Europe to increasing Soviet air power.
At the request of Hq USAF RAND has undertaken a broad study dealing with this
problem.

As part of this basic study a comparison is made of the effectiveness

and cost of a number of air base defense measures designed to preserve the
combat potential at an acceptable level.

The following study describes,

estimates the cost of and evaluates one of these, namely a passive, basehardening defense measure based on dispersion within the limits of existing
bases and physical protection from the effects of nuclear weapons.
■*♦

To date, passive defense of our air bases against air attacks esiploylng
conventional weapons has consisted essentially of concealment, by means of

3

camouflage and dispersion, and partial physical protection, such as revetments
for the airplanes, crude personnel shelters of piled up earth or sand bags,
Igloos for ammunition and, more recently, underground tanks for POL.

Further

more, this has been done only as occasion demanded.
In defending against A-bombs, however, there Is not only the necessity of
protection from greatly Increased blast effects but also from thermal and
nuclear radiation.

Furthermore there is both the problem of surviving and of

avoiding paralysis of the system following an atomic attack.

To top it off

there is the disconcerting uncertainty regarding the size of the nuclear weapon
^ich might be used against us.

It is like a gruesome game in which the enemy

merely selects a bomb one size larger than the one we have gone to considerable
effort to resist.

No wonder there is a tendency to condemn the base-hardening

approach as an expression of ’'Maginot line E^ntality*' and to turn hope rally

3

to the idea of dispersion and mobility, such as the dispersal of an alerted wing
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-2quickly enough to several reserve and preferably secret airfields in time
to avoid the first blow.

But how long is "quickly enough?" We might have

only, say fifteen minutes, and so far the time we have taken to disperse
has been much longer than that.

In any case the least that can be said for

a base-hardening measure is that it might possibljT be the best solution to
the problem of weathering particularly the opening phase of an atomic war,
and therefore should be seriously considered.

Once we have survived this

phase we may then, if we so desire, employ the technique of "hit and lain."
As the purpose of this report did not reqxiire it, an exhaustive survey
of the state of the art of hardening air bases to A-bomb attack was not
undertaken.

From a cursory examination, however, it appears that we have

not done a great deal in this direction, at least in the way of actual con
struction.

3

lead.

In this respect the Swedish Air Force seems to have taken the

As part of its extensive undertaking known as Operation Granite it

has blasted deep, underground aircraft hangars out of formations of this
material, as described in Reference (l).
special case.

Whatever its merits, this is a

For more general considerations of base-hardening measures,

where such favorable terrain would not be available, the studies done by
the Joint Air Defense Board in its "Design of a Fighter Air Base"^^^ and

f 3)
"Design of Military Air Bases"are
perhaps the most interesting.

It is

not known, however, whether we have ever built an underground hangar or con
template doing so.
Though some study has been made in the field of hardening an air base
to A-bomb attack nothing satisfactory was found on the subject of evaluating
such a measure with regard to its response time.

It is contended that a

proper evaluation should not be confined to a statement of survival, as this
is only part of an air basets invulnerability.

The mere existence of an air

base may well have its value during a cold ivar, but once it has been attacked

RM-1230
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It is sug

gested, therefore, that the vulnerability of a combat unit to an attack
should be measured in terms of the degradation of both the strength and
delay of its response.

But we are interested in degradation in order to

know what is left with which to fight.

Therefore the particular passive

defense measure indicated in this report will be evaluated in terms of the
fraction of its operational capability, as the result of this degradation,
available at successive time intervals after an attack.

1
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SECTION 1.

PURPOSE j, ASSUMPI^IOgS AM) PROCEDURE

The purpose of this substudy is to
a.

Develop and estimate the approximate cost of a set of aodificatioas
to a fighter base which will defend it against an A-bomb attack
and assure, after a single bomb drop, approximately 75 per cent
of its operational capability in a self-sufficient state under
emergency operating conditions for a period of thirty days,

b.

Show the probability of survival- of operational capability
as a function of CEP,

c.

Show the probability of starting combat operations as a function
of time after bomb drop,

in accordance with and on the basis of the following assumptions:
a.

The air bases under consideration are those of the friendly
tactical atomic wings in the U.K. and Western Europe,

b.

The size of the A-bcanb varies from 40 KT to 2 KT and is a
''surface burst'',

c.

The air bases have been completed and therefore any parts of
them which are xmsatisfactory lEust either be modified or replaced,

d.

It may be difficult to extend the present boundaries of the bases,
therefore this should be done only as a last resort and to a
limited extent,

e.

The time from air base warning to strike may vary from is minutes
to 45 minutes.

The procedure will be to:
a.

Determine the scope of the study.

b.

Develop the additional facilities required and estimate their costs,

c.

Show the probability of survival of operational capability as a

RM-1250
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'5functlon of CEP.
d.

Slow the probability of starting caubat operations as a
function of time after bomb drop.

J
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SCOPE

The protection of an element of an air bane from A-bomb effects amounts
to reducing these effects in the iiunediate vicinity of the element to subcritical values by
a.

Physical protection, or

b.

Dispersal, or

c.

Combination of physical protection and dispersal.

An underground structure housing all of the elements necessary for emergency
operations and able to withstand the overpressure even at ground zero, equipped
with a ventilating system which would filter out radioactive dust, would be an.
application of the first method.

O

The second might be exemplified by locating

the airplanes, for example, at a sufficient distance off base, or by evaciiation
if the time permitted, or by a combination of dispersal before and after
warning.

In using the third method the physical structure is located as far

from ground zero as the bass boundaries permit and then designed to withstand
the consequently diminished A-bomh after-effects,

Tne scope of this study will

be limited to a preliminary treatment of the third method, which will illustrate
its principles in an approximate application.

The resultant set of base

modifications may then be compared,in the basic study, to those developed
elsewhere, on the bases of cost, preservation of combat capability, and time
after bomb drop tViat combat operations may begin.

RM-1230
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SECTIOH 5.

GEI'JERAL

As stated above we are not relying solely on physical protection but also
on limited dispersal as a means of reducing A-bomb effects.

If approximately

75 per cent of the base's operational capability must be preserved then all
of the necessary elements, objects or personnel, on the base at the time of the
attack should be dispersed into at least four equal and self-sufficient groups
in structures as far apart and as far from the aiming point as the limits of
the base will permit.

On the average filter base in western Exxrope four

structures could be at the comers of a 4000 foot square, located with the
center of the square at the mid-point of the runway, which is assumed to be
the aiming point.

Then by designing these structures to adequately withstand

the blast and radiation effects at 2000 feet from ground zero the above degree
of survival (at least after a single bomb drop) would be assured.
Whether the structure should be above ground or underground depends
largely on how much and what kinds of protection are required, the terrain
and of course the cost.

Ihe terrain can be assumed as fairly flat, certainly

not a convenient mountain of granite, deep in which a large hangar might be
blasted.

As an illustration of the effect of the nature of the protection

required on the question of going underground let us consider the aircraft and
its accompanying maintenance personnel.

Though the aircraft would need pro

tection primarily from only blast and thermal radiation the personnel would
have to be protected from the additional effects of nuclear radiation, both
initial and residual.

Soil is a practical material for this purpose, with an

attenuation value, when tightly packed, of about 0.6 that of an equal thickness
of concrete, according to paragraph 7,45 of Reference (4).

But in using it as

a cover it is at once obvious that less of it would be needed, as the (wall) area to
be covered would be less, and its application facilitated if at least the floor
of the structure were below grade.

ly removing the earth from the site of the

RM-;L250
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structure the operations of obtaining it and excavating are combined, thus
defraying a large part of the additional cost of building semi-underground.
It appears, therefore, that if a structure designed to withstand blast is
still inadequate as protection from nuclear radiation then earth cover is
expedient, even on flat terrain, and if its required thickness is considerable
then a semi-•underground design would simplify its procurement, reduce its
amount and simplify the earth-covering operation, at perhaps no great increase
In cost.

(Under certain conditions its potential for concealment might be

exploited).

This is not intended as a strong argument for going underground,

but rather as a partial justification for considering a type of base hardening
measure which has a certain intuitive appeal of being in the right direction,
namely down.

Porthermore, even its very sketchy treatment, for costing purposes

and rough determination of target size, mi^t help dispel a tendency to identify
everything •’underground1' with the Magiriot line.

J
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SECTION h.

\

A.

UNDERGROUND HANGARS

Use
In determining wiiat shall be protected by these hangars, let us
first consider the airplanes.

We cannot depend on enough time for

dispersal by evacuation after warning, and permanent dispersal off
base is not in accordance with assrunption d..

Tlierefore, the

aircraft on the base, but not on alert, will be kept in the under
ground hangars at all times, except during refueling and loading.
As the aircraft are being maintained in the four undergroimd
hangars they become the nuclei around which the men, equipment
and supplies necessary for their operation and support are grouped.
For this reason, and in order to render each of the hangars autonomous
in the event that any one of them is lost, they should Include
provisions for the following:
1.

The men and equipment of the fighter squadrons (the fourpoint dispersal of the three squadrons restilts in four
under-sized squadrons).

2.

The men and equipment of the field maintenance squadron.

3.

A thirty-day level of aircraft spares and the required men
from the supply squadron.

h.
5.

Men and equipmentof the coummications squadron.
Men and equipment of the Jfedical Group to operate four
infirmaries.

6. 'fenergency rations.
As the warning time may not be enough for evacTiation, underground
shelters

taust ba availableto all personnel on the base.

For the

same reason as in the case of the airplanes, tnere should be four

RM-12J0
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>.10of these shelters, as far apart as the base boundaries permit.
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But rather than build special and perhaps infrequently used personnel
shelters, the underground hangars could also serve in this additional
capacity without appreciable hindrance to maintenance or operations,
as those persons not needed could leave when the degree of radioactivityabove ground permitted.
The hangars may also be used to protect as many vehicles as would
be needed for emergency operating conditions.

If the air raid warning

occuirred during duty hours enough of these vehicles co’jld be driven
to the hangars to satisfy this requirement.

During off duty hours

they could be parked in the hangars (along the truck lane and, if
necessary, in the entrances).

Ohe balance of the vehicles would be

kept, as usual, in the motor pool.

3

It would be necessary to store

some critical spares, such os fuel pumps, carbxireters, and tires, in
the hangars, as the maintenance facilities at the motor pool might
be destroyed.
B.

Description
The blast effect of a 100 KT, surface burst A-bomb at 2000 feet
from ground zero may be assumed to be an overpressure of 6o psl, as
shown on Figure 1.

Such high loading suggests an arched, reinforced

concrete roof of minimum span, as determined by wing spread plus working
and traffic space.

As the greatest height, for the vertical tail surface,

is needed only at the center the arch could be continuous to the floor, like
a somewhat flattened quonset hut.

Its simplicity would also be economical.

In stringing out the hangar contents in a long line, as shown in

J-

Figure 2, there is the question of whether the offices, maintenance shops
and storage space should be at one end or the center.

Placing them at

RM-1250
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Extrapolated

2 MT
100 KT-

00
5000
10,C
Distance from ground zero (ft)
Fig. 1 - Peak overpressure along surface vs distance from ground zero - surface burst
(Taken from ’’Capabilities of Atomic Weapons”, Ref. 5)

1100s
450' Aircraft section
(See Fig. 4)

200* Center sect.

(See Fig. 3)

of arch

Sym
about
Blast doors

varying from 6’ -6" at

^Ramp down

Ramp down
Service apron

sTorage fang-^

[Magazine

Earth revetment
Fig. 2 - Underground hangar floor plan
(based on design in Ref. 3)

PJ*1-.1,250
0-3.if.-5ii.

-13one end woxild render both of the exterior doors accessible to all of
)

the aircraft; in case one of them should Jam.
the number of Interior blast doors.

It wo\ad also reduce

On the other hand, the central

location is a more convenient one for maintenance operations and, in
the event of failure of one of the exterior doors, would help protect
the aircraft section at the opposite end.
I'Jhether these exterior doors should be on opposite Bides of the
hangar or on the same side, as shown, would depend on the effect of
the orientation of the hangar on the probability of a difference of
blast effect sufficient to justify the less convenient arrangeueat.
But such questions are beyond the scope of this study, as stated in
the Introduction.

For cur purpose the general arrangement of the

hangar, nearby fuel tanks and ixagazine and the height, span and

3

thickness of the arch (designed for 55 psi) as shown in Figs. 2 and 3
and as developed in References (2) and (5), s-re quite satisfactory.
Though the floor is 87* across the base of the arch, that part
of it which has a ceiling varying from 6* - 6M to 20‘ high at the
center is 75' wide.

The hangar length is llOO*, which consists of

two 450’ sections for the airplanes (See Figure 4), sepai-ated by
a 200* section (Figure 5), which is divided into field maintenance
shops, offices and storage area.

Tliis center section has a balcony,

45* X ?00' (Figure 6), for the operations room, ready room, photo
room, intelligence and radar room, infirma;-y, etc.

There is a 75'

wide by 50' long entrance at the side and center of each of the
airplane

sections.

On the same side of the hangar a 12' lane,

which is adjacent to the storage area, permits truck traffic
these two entrances.
There is enou^ working space in each of the two airplane

between

r—6’ -O"

Roof thickness shown is
for 60 p.s.i. design
Earth

25° slope

\

level
Sliding
doors
-6' ”6

75’ -0"
87' -0"

Fig. 3 - Section A-A of underground hangar
(based on design in Ref. 3 )

I

I'D

Center
section

8 A/C in each A/C section

^75' floor width (with
celling varying from

Floor 6T -3” below grade
87' at base of arch
Ramp
up

Exterior blast doors

Hangar entrance

Fig. 4 - Airqraft section of underground hangar
' (based on design in Ref. 3)
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200’

100’

100’

— Blast wail

Mech. equip, rm.
.

Blast wall

^ Hangar

Snack bar

Office area

Operations rm.

Inf irmary

Hfpllwnv

45*
Stairs
down
Storage

Stairs
down
Ready rm.

Intelligence & weather rm.

Photo rm.

1
■Toilets
Fig. 6 - Balcony floor of center section
underground hangar
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<2 H i
*

i
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-16' sections of the hangar for maintenance to be performed simultaneously
on eight aircraft.

Excluding the 50’ long entrance, -which could be

used in on emergency, the available space for each plane is 56*
lengthwise, in the direction of the hangar axis, by 65' span-wise.
There is also additional space, 12' x 187.5', in line with the truck
lane at each end of the hangar, -which could be used for maintenance
equip-ment, etc.
The space allowed for the field nmlntenance shops is 2h’ x 200 '.
This would require careful, planning and eqixlpnsent layout, such as is
undoubtedly practiced in the design of the caintenance shops in
aircraft carriers.

Though the bulk of the field maintenance for the

F-84- and F-86 Wing Bases in Korea was done at their REMOOs (Rear
Echelon Maintenance Combined Organization) in Japan, some of the

0

field maintenance shops in the forward areas demonstrated what can be
done vrith less than usual of both equipment and. space.
Protection against thermal radiation imposes no additional
requirements; the reinforced concrete, even if it were not covered with
earth, would be more than adeq-uate.
Regarding protection of personnel against initial gamma radiation,
the structure and earth cover shouild permit no more than a small fraction
of the maximum dosage allo-wable in order that the personnel may tolerate
additional exposure to residual gamma radiation, outside of the hangar,
while performing ccrabat operations after the attack.

The degree of

protection afforded by the 6 feet of earth cover, shown in Figure 3 ,
in con.lunctlon -vrlth the concrete of the hangar may be roiighly approximated
as follows.

J

Assuming the direction of radiation to be 45° from the

horizontal, to allow for some scattering, the effective thickness would
be approximately 78" of earth and 23'1 of concrete.

If, as already

PUM-1250
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quoted from Reference (4), the soil has an attenuation value of 0.6
that of an equal thickness of concrete, then its 78'’ would be equivalent
to 47" of concrete.

Assuming the values given in Figure 19 of

Reference (5) and linear 6caJ.ing, the dosage for a 100 KT, surface burst
bomb, at 2000 feet from ground zero, for a relative air density of say
0.8, would be 650 X 100 «= 65,000 roentgens.

ITie attenuation fraction

for 4.5 I.fev garoraa radiation is 0.1 for 15" of concrete, 0.01 for 50"
and 0.001 for 4o" of concrete, according to liable 7.37 of Reference (4).
Starting fi’otn a thickness of 4o" and assuming that every additional
15" of concrete multiplies the attenuation fraction by lO-1, the
attenuation value for our total of 47" +23" =70" of concrete would
-2
be approximately 0.001 (lO ) « 0.00001. This would reduce the above
dosage frora 65,000' to only 7 roentgens, for below the allowable
(discussed in 3f;ction 9)«

It could be reduced even farther by having the

personnel remain on the hangar floor level of the center section for a
few moments following an attack, thus utilizing the additional protection
afforded by the balcony floor.
Protection against residual gamma radiation could be accomplished
by filtering out radioactive dust in the air intake of the ventilating
system-;

Infiltration of gases during an attack migiit be pr-evented by

maintaining a slight static pi'essixre in the center section.

9-14-54
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C.

Cost
.(1) of the xmdergrovmd hangars ar-e
The fclloving cost estiimtes'"''
approxiriate, particularly of the hangar designed, to withstand an
oyarpressiare of 500 p.s.i.
Designed to resist 6o p.s.i. overpressure (lOO KT at 2000* radius)
Excavation
Arch

1200' a 27.4 CY/LF

Srjds

2 a 635 CY/ea

1,270

Entrance

2 a 1180 CY/ea

2,360

Doors

2 a 868 CY/ ea

1,740

Ramps

2 a 1160 CY/ea

2,320

^ 32,880 CY

40,570 CY a
I.OO/0Y

^ 40,570

Backfill
Arch

1200’ a 50.8 CY/LF

Ends

2 Q 1990 CY

3,980

Entrance

2 a 1270 CY/ea

2,540

56,960 CY

43,480 CY a
0.50/CY
Concrete
Arch

1200’ a 5.75 CY/lP « 6900 CY

fet'l

6900 CY a 18.00/CY

Labor

6900 CY a 2.00/CY

13,800

Form cost

1200’ a 30.00/LF

56,000

ibctra forwork450 CY (54.00-51.00) 1.2V -

^24,200

12,420

Finish

1200' X 100' CE 0.04/SF

Steel

HOC‘ X lOCOIb./LF a O.iO/lb. 120, OCX)

4,800
/5II.

(1)

by J, J. O’Bull ivan. Cost Analysis Section.

21,740

1

Footings

2 X 1200* a O.jh liJ-LF a ^.OO/CY

95,900

End walls

2 a 135 CY a 5k.Q0/CY

14,580

2 X 87’ a 2.22 CY/LF a 5^.OO/CY

20,860

-21-

t

Extra foots at
entrance

Vfells and footings
at entrance
2'455 Cx + 386 CY) a 54.00/CY

56,270

Doors

2 X 334 CY a 5'7.00/CY

36,070

Floor

11,600 SY a 7.20 X 1.3

108,580

Ramps

19i^-0 SY a 77.20 X 1,3

.18,160
^661,640

Door equipment

'

50,000

Drainage and sumps

2 a 5,500

Heating and
ventilating

10^^,000 SF a 0.50/SF

51,200

Waterproofing

205,000 SF Ot 0,04/SF

8,200

Electrical

104,000 SF a 0.50/SP

31,200

7,000

Center Section Item:s
Excavation

660 C¥ a I.oo/CY

' jl§66o

Backfill

660 CY a 0.50/CT

550

Blast WaJ-ls

4(25,x20,+|-x 21 *x 20,)|4^*a p$9j(Ti

Blast doors

Interior structure
(upstairs 9^ down)15,QQO SF a 8.OO/SF

14,200
10,000
120,000

Heating and
ventilating

50,000

Electrical

50,000

Plui-nbing

(1)
(1)

6,000

42pl?19Q
Subtotal.
Jferkup a 17 per cent
Total

^1,102, f 1^0
187,460
/5l, 290,200

RM-1250

Cost of 1 underground hangar^ Z. I.

)Sl,290,000

Cost of 1 imderground hangar , overseas

;§i,6i2,5oo

C.

COST OF h UNDETKJRO'LTNU HANGARS, O'/ERSKAS (55 p.s.i.)

^s,1+50,000

Designed to resist 300 p.s.i. ovcrpressiu’e (2 ® at 3000' radius)

fko, 570

Excavation
Backfill

21,740

Concrete

1

4

o

41,244,000

Arch

4511,000 X 4

Footings

496,000 X 1.5

End >/alls

414,600 X 4

58,400

Extra footings
at entrance

420,900 X 2.5

31,400

Walls and foot
ings at entrance 456,270 X 1.5
Doors

144,000

•'

436,000 X 4

8i^ ,400
144,000

Floor

108,580

Ramps

18,160
jgl,852,94o

Door equipment
Drainage and siroips

Heating and ventilating
Wat er])r 00 f ing
Electrical
Center Section Items
Subtotal

J

50,000
7,000
51,200
8,200
51,200
4251.190

42,274,040

^feJ^k•ap a 17 per cent
Total
Cost of 1 undeirgrouM hangar, Z. I.

42,660,000

Cost of 1 undergrouna hangai', overseas (x 1.25)

45,525,04X3

CQ&S OF 4 IS^DKKGROUKD EANGAHS. GT/EKSEAS (500 p.s.i.)

586,590
42,660,650

415,500,000

re-i-12’0

SECTION

A.

ADDITIOEAl. TROOP HOUSING AND MESSING FACILITIES

-aj-

Requlremeats
Additional troop

and messing facilities are required for

those personnel assigned to the two underground Iiangars most distant
from the existing facilities.

Tiiis is necessai^- in order to disperse as

uniformly as is practical the personnel employed in the underground hengars
into all four of them, foUc^-irring an air raid wa.rrilng and in the possibly
short time available.

E'/en though the existing housing facilities are

often in two areas they ?.ire still too far, being on the same side of the
field, for men to leave their quarters, say during the night, and cover
the distance of over a mile to two of the hangars.

There would also be a

natural tendency for these men to go to the two nearest hangars, with a
consequent possibility of' a 50 psr cent loss of all personnel on base.

O

The total number of men assigned to each of the hangars is estiruated
to be approximately, as follows:
Fighter squadron (undersized, being l/h of 5
convent'lonal Sq.)
122
-

l/k of field Kaintenance squadron

hi

From the supply squadron

22

From the c ommunieations squadron

10

Prom the raedical group

_5

Total

;00

Assiiming that 20 per cent of the men live off base, additional housing
facilities are necessary for 520 men.
B.

o

Cost
Based on the unit prices given in *'USAF Installations, Facilities, and
Structures Catalogue^^

, the cost of the additional troop housing and

messing facilities is as follows;

RM-1250
9-14^54
Donaitory, Airmen, No.1A(153 men) 16,872 sq ft x ^9• 30*^57,000 2 req’d* ^51;+,000
Officers Quarters, Ko.1A(52 men)

16,872 sq ft x jj9.10»4l55,500 2 req'd*

>07,000

Mess, Airmen and Officers, u/Std 4,000 sq ft x ^l6.0itw^oA,000 2 req*d» 128,000
Total cost in

Z.I,

Appx'oxiriate Total cost overseas (x i.2‘>)

^7^9,000
^936,000

RM-12 ^0
9-lk^^k.
-25SECTION 6.
A.

ADDITIONAL ITEMS

Anmninition Storage Iglcos
Ammunition saould be stored near each of the undergroimd hangars to
keep them self-sufficient.

Tlae probability of survivaO. of operational

capability is increased by avoiding the possibility of a direct hit on
most of the aramimitioh.
The average, overseas cost of the four Igloos, based on the design
given in Reference (2), is
B.

a ;^1,600 (Z.I.) x 1.2y a ^08,000

Fueling Hydrants
For the same reasons as in the case of the ammunition, Dueling
hydrants should be provided in the immediate vicinity of the liangars.
Overseais cost allovsnce, from Reference (2), is
h a ^50,000 (Z.I.) X 1.25 ® )^300,000.

::>

C.

Retractable Control Tower
A preliminary design of a retractable control tover is indicated in
Reference (2).

Tlie cost allowance is

2 a ^25,000 (Z.I.) X 1.23 « arproxiriately ^62,000
D.

Additional !fe,intenance Eqvdpment
As a consequence of dispersal some additional equipment is required.
Tne worst case Avoiild be T.diere only one of an expensive item is normally
required for the conventional field maintenance squadron, three more of
which would now be necessary to malie all four hangars self-sufficient.
Using Reference (7) as a guide it is estlniated that the cost of this
additional equipment is approximately as fellows:

j

RM-I2‘0
9-14-54
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Fighter Squadrons

1

50 per cent increase of
Class 16

Comraunications Equipment

Class 17

Shop Machiner;;,’' and Equipirtent,
Tools and Test Equipment

Class 18

Special.. Tools and Equipment

Class 19

A/C Ground Servicing Equipment

Miscellaneous

^5,700

55,800
1,200
51,100
7,200
^79,000

Total
Jfeintenance Squadron

4o per cent increane of

3

Class 11

Aircraft Armament

^5,900

Class 16

CoEsnuni cat ions Equipment

22,900

Class 17

Shop Whchinery and Equipment,
Tools and Test Equipment

Class 18

Special Tools and Equipment

Class 19

A/C Ground Servicing Equipment

Miscellaneous

6,500
4-8,200
14,100

Total

^61,000
^0,000

Other Squadrons
TOTAL

E.

6-5,hOO

j6300,000

Electrical Standby Units
Tne cost of four 100 KW electrical standby units, one for each of
the hangars, is approximately
4 X 100 X ^26o/KW

= ^104,WO

PiJI-1250

9-lh-jk

•27SECTION 7.

SlM^iLRY OF ADDITIONAL FACILITIES REQUIRED AITD THETR COSTS

The s^mjraary of the costs (oversees) of modifications to a fighter
bomber base which will defend it against an A-bomb attack to the extent
shown is as follows:
Defense against a 100 KT bomb
4 Underground lisingars
2 Groups of additional troop housing and messing facilities

956.000

h Amnjunition storage igloos, near hangars

208.000

4- F’ceiing hydrants, near hangars

.500,000

2 Retractable control towers
Additional, iralntenance equipment due to dispersal
4 Electrical standby units

J

^6,450,000

Miscellaneous and margin for unconventional design

62,000
500.000
1CA,000
640.000
^59,000,000

Defense against a 2 MT bomb
t Underground hangars
2 Groups of additional troop housing and. messing facilities

956.000

4 Ammunition storage igloos, near hangars

416.000

4 Fueling hydrants, near hangars

500.000

2 Retractable control towers

12k ,000

Additional maintenance equipment due to dispersal
4 Electrical sta.ndby units
Miscellaneous and margin for unconventional design
TOTAL

)

^15,500,000

500.000
10lf,000

520.000
^16,000,000

-12 '0
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SECTIOH 8,

SURVIVAL OF OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY

We want to know the probability of the survival of a given airioiuit of
operational capability, in accordance with the bomb size and CEP.

A simple

method is to super-impose a layout of the hangar and runway lethal areas
over a Geriaond probability chart of cells of equal probability for a
circular Gaussian distribution.

The runway lethal area is an oval two

times its lethal radius in width and 8000' plus two times the lethal radius
in length.

The hangar lethal area is likewise an oval two times its much

greater lethal radius in width and 1100’ (the hangar length) plus two times
the lethal radius in lei:igth.
It is convenient and sufficient for our purpose to use a symmetrical
layout, with the nearest

ends of the hangars at the four corners of a

square and tvrice the lethal radius apart.

By taking the aiming point at

the center of the square it is necessary to show only one of the hangar areas,
along with only one quarter of the runway area.

The hangar may be positioned

with its axis in line with the square’s diagonal.
The amounts of the operational capability will be (l) the runway w.-nd
four hangars, aivd (2) the njnway and three hangars, as the hangar lethal areas
do not overlap and therefore a single bomb can destroy no more than one hangar.
The probability of survival of operational capability versus CEP for a
100 KT bomb is shown in P'igure 7*

The dip in the curve for the runway and

four hangers is the result of the hangars coming within range when the CEP
reaches approxisiately 600', wtiereas at lower values only the runway could be
hit.

The probability of survival for a 2MT bomb is shown in Figure

3

If the lethal radius to hangars were held constant then increase in

J

bomb size would lower the probability of survival only to the extent of the
increase of lethal radius to runway, the difference decreasing with increase

u

Nearest points of hangars are at corners of a 4000’ square.
Aiming point is at center of square.
Lethal radius to hangars = 2000*
Lethal radius to runway = 1.5 x crater radius = 290' (Ref. 5)
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Lethal radius to hangars = 3000'
Lethal radius to runway = 1.5 x crater radius = 800' (Ref. 5)
Nearest points of hangars are at corners of a 3000' square.
Aiming point is at center of square.
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Fig. 8 - Probability of survival of operational capability vs CEP
2 MT - surface burst

EM-1230
~51 of CEP.

Of cOtarse, the overpressure would be higher euod therefore the cost

of eonstn'.ction of the hangars.

03ie advantage of not increasing the lethal

radius above 2000' is that all four hangars could be located within the
existing limits cf the overseas bases.

But for a 2 MP bomb this would mean

an overpressure of 1000 p.s.i., as shovro in Figure 1.

As 500 p.s.i. is

probably as high as we should go, considering our''limited knowledge of
structural design at such high pressures, the lethal radius was increased
to its corresponding 5000' for the 2 MT bomb, as shown in Figure !•

Tliotigh

this necessitates locating one cf the hangars somewhat beyond the boTindary
of the t\'plcal base, this is considered, preferable, being more practical and
probably more economica], than consti-ucting for higher pressures.

Pinal

decisions of tills nature, however, would require further study and optimi
:)

zation of such factors as base size, difficulty and cost of acquiring
additional real estate, construction costs, probability of survival, bomb
size, etc.
Though our concern is primarily with the survival of operational
capability, it is interesting to note the survival of this caiJa'bility minus
the runway, or, in other words, of the four underground hangars, as shown in
Figures 9 and, 10 for the 40 KT to 1 MP, inclusive, and for the 2 MI bombs,
respectively.

Hiese curves show the marked increase of survival probability

at ,lcw values cf CEP due to the exclusion of the runway, and. give a truer
picture of the survival of the personnel.

j

Lethal radius to hangars = 2000’
Nearest points of hangars are at corners of a 4000' square.
Aiming point is at center of square.
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Lethal radius to hangars = 3000'
Nearest points of hang'ars are at corners of a 6000' square.
Aiming point is at center of square.
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*5^ SECTION 9.

CLEM-IIP /MD COMSi/v? OPERATIONS

1
A base defense laeasui'e raiist not only preserve the system as such but
a3.so its ability to respond to attack.

Having estimated the probability of

physicai., sui'vival, we shall now try to detemine the probability of mounting
combat sorties as a function of time after bomb drop.
Before the combat operations can begin the runway and taxiways must be
cleared, not necessarily decontaminated but enough of the debris removed, to
peruiit airci-aft to tajci, take-off and land.

As only the undamaged areas are

being considered this debris is limited to that which is carried throiigh the
air for p. distance at least equal to the lethal radius of the hangars and
runway and consequently could probably be handled by a road scraper.

To

approximate t'ne time required to clear these paved surfaces needed to begin
combat operations let us assume that the blade could scrape a path 6 feet wide at
.)

an average speed of 2 mph.

At this rate 5 scrapers could clean 8000 feet of

runway, ICO feet wide, and l6000 feet of texiway, 75 feet wide, in 1.5 hemrs.
Two sweepers, averaging 5 mph, cjuld do the same.

As the sweepers could

follow the scrapers the elapsed clean-up time would be say I6 hours, with a
total, of 80 rannhoiirs exposed, to residual, gansaa radiation.
Let us next examine the above ground duties required, the towing, fueling,
arming and starting of a/c, in order to mount sorties.

Assuming that k men

are exposed for ko minutes per sortie and a total of 38 sorties per day, per
hangar (80 °/o combat reedy x I9 a/c

x

2.5 sorties/A.C./day) there wovad be

10] manhours exposed during each 8-hour da.y.
We now know that 80 manhours are exj-osed to radiation during the clean-up
period of 16 hours, at the end of which time the combat operations, requiring

J

101 nianhours of e:cposure p>er hangar, per each 8-hour day, may begin.
is that?

How long after baab drop?

But wiien

We must speak in probabilities and more

ItM- 1vO
ill

specifically.

-55What Is tlie probabU Lty of start l.uc corabat operatl<aw* aay

24 hours after a 100 KT boi?ib h:i.s been drojiiied with an ucciu"ttcy of 5000' CKP?
We must find the dose rate at 1 hour (from vhLcb the probability cun be
detemdned) vdiicli will result In no more tlurn the niaxtimira allowable doaivic
to each individual exi.»osod—dttrin^ the 16 hour clcan-up period fresa 3 hours
to 24 houi's after bcemb drop and the inuasdiately foli.owlng dally 8 hour stretches,
fueling and arming airplanes.
If X is tlie dose rate at 1 hour in the area of operation and f is tile
ni'ioltiplying factor (Figure 22 cf Reference $) then the total dosage received
per individual exposed during the l6 houi’ clean-uiJ period ia fx„

As the men may

be replaced upon receiving the allowable dosage we may state that tiie total
dosage

received by all the eq.uipraent operators is nfx, where u is the average

number of men cn duty.

3

Generalizing, the total dosage received during each

period of e:q30surc by all the personnel engaged either in clearing away debris
or in servicing a/c in the open is
period of exposure.

fn x, where the subscript indicates the

Tiierefore if d is tiie maxLmum allowable dosage per individual

and li is the total numbei* of men exposed, then
Nd -

+ ngf^x + ... nnfax

+ Va + ••• nnfn>

-x

With a constant sortie rate the nvmiber of men required to service the
a/c is constant, therefore
X

sa

m

“ih + -^(6 + •••
As 80 manhours are expended in the first period of l6 hours duration the
average number of men on duty, n^, is 5.

The time of entry being 8 hours after

explosion, the value of f^ isa? (Gee Figure 22 of Reference 5),

RSI* 1230
9-14-54
-35In the second period; starting 1 day aftei1 bomb drop; the raeling and
arming personnel cf 1 hangar vork 101 majrshours in 8 hours, whicn gives an
average of 13 men cn duty as the value of n^o

'>

The series cf multiplying factors for the daily 8-hour periods,
f2 + f^

may be teraJ-nnted at n ■ 21, which is the 20th day.

By

this time the radiation 'rtll be low enough that even limited decontamination,
after combat operations have begun, will more than offset the error resulting
in thus terminating the series.

The sum of f0 4...f21 »0.47 approximately.

Fortunately most of the skill levels required for both the clean-up
and a/c servicing operations permit, with a small amount of on the job
training, rotation in emergency of all of the 127 maintenance men in the
hangar in addition to approxlroately 10 men on the base who axe familiar
with and can ore rate trad scrapers and svreepers. (As debris clearing requires

3

all of the services of these men it would cot be necessary for them to learn
other duties).

Hence the value of 1? is approximately 137.

In selecting the inaximura allowable dosage, d, which an individual could
safely receive It 1b not intended that the figure be accepted a® final.

But until

farther information indicates otherwise, 100 roentgens will be assumed.

The

objection may bo raised that if this value is used in our equation then the
capacity of the men to absorb more roentgens may be exiiausted for a considerable
time after the first bomb drop.

Though this is true only of the men in the

,',hottest,, area, where the radiation which is a time function of x obtains,
it does appear desirable to inci.ode the minteium number of bomb drops tlie
surviving base can respond to in an expuresKion leading to the pjrobablllty’ of
starting combat operations.

By so doing a selection may then be made, depending

on the relative iraportance of response tiiae and tiie C-uiaber of times tne base
can respond.

Of coui'se there ore many possible combinations, but if we

the siinplest case of equal dosages per bomb drop, | , where B is the number

EM-12 50
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of bomb drops, oi-ir equBtu-n bo comes

n.iilsl____
_
p (^2 + ‘ ’ ^'n

rb-ii+ ^

Substitilt ing the values found above we now have, for the case of P »* 2,
iST (100/3)

X

710 roentgens/hr at

1 hr.

5{© .TT + 15 (oT^tT
Having detex-mined that an x value of 710 r/hour at 1 hour will produce
a total individual dosage of 100 roentgens or less as the result of two
successive bomb drops when clean-up is started at 8 hours and conibat operations
at 24 houi's after explosion, U^e next step is to ascertain the probability
tliat this radiation will not be exceeded at any of the areas which must be
entered.

If these areas were drawn to scale on a chart of cells of equal

probability

1

(Figure 4'9 of Reference 5 )> this probability we are seeking wouJ.d

be the number of cells beyond the lethal radius, as detex'mined in Section 8, and
far enough from the areas that the dose rate in them would be no greater than
710r/huur at 1 hour,

But what is this distance?

More specifically, as this

d13trvice raight vrixzr wltia the direction frnia ground zero, what Is the contour,
relative to gr'ound zero, along (■diich this rate of gaaaia radiation exists for a
100 KT, surface burst A-bomb?

Let us ca3J. the area within this contour the

*'contaminated area’' and try to arrive at its approximate dimensions.
The size of the contaminated area, as a function of its peripheral dose
rate at 1 hour, is given in Figure 11.

Uiese curves are based on data which

though uncei'ts.in and inccarplete, ore satisfactory for our purpose.

They were

derived frem data for 1 KT (prepared by the Ifuciear Energy Division from theory
and test results) on the assumption that the size of the area varies in direct
proportion to the yield.

In our case of a yield of 100 KT the size of the area

with a peripheral dose rate of 7IO r/hour at 1 hour is given as 90 x 10^ sq feet.
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-39If there were no wind the shape of the contaminated area would be
approximately circular.

But a more typical case would probably be a wind

of say 15 raph velocity, which will elongate the fall-out pattern in a
-downwind direction,

'though the shape will vary widely with meteorological

conditions, an ellipse is assumed as an approximation, of proportions as
shown in Figure 12, with groxind zero at one of the foci.

About all that

can be said in support of these curves, which continue a trend, in shapes
selected, is that they reflect a correlation between degree of elongation
and dcse rate--for a given yield a higher dose rate has a "fatter*' ellipse.
(At the end of this illustrative example we shall examine the sensitivity
of the result to both the size and shape of the contaminated area).
The curve for 100 EP gives a

| value of 0.536 for our dose rate

of 710 roentgens per hour, where b and a are the semi-minor and semi-major

3

axes respectively.

As the area. A, of an ellipse is equal to nab then

and
i

Half the distance between the foci is
S -

(a2 - b2) \

The contaminated area can now be drawn and the distance in any direction from
ground zero, at one of the foci, to the contour of 7IO r/hoxsr determined„
example, downwind it is S + a and upwind it is a - S.

For

As is usually the case

ve shall sissume the direction of the wind to be that of the runway.
The final step is to draw contours, around the runway and hwnggy areas,

1

outside of which the bonb must land if the facility in question is to be
undamaged and the dose rate in its immediate vicinity is not to exceed 7IO r/hom*

Extrapolated
100 KT
(Taken from Fig. 20 of "Capabilities
of Atomic Weapons", Ref 5) —,

2 MT (based on data from Nuclear Energy Division)

Though the shape of the contaminated area may vary
widely with meteorlogical conditions, an ellipse has
been assumed as an approximation,
a = semimajor axis
b = semiminor axis

-l-'-pS
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Jig. 12 - Ratio of the semiaxes of the elliptical contaminated area vs residual gamma radiation rate at 1 hr.
Surface burst - 15 mph wind
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n.o probability Of starting ooabat operations 1 toy after b«b drop at
au four Of tbe tongars vill then be tbe probabUity that tbe btob vui fali
outside all Of tbe eontours, .bieb IsO.aS, as sbovn in Pignre It.

ba,,.,

operations at at least J of the hangars the bcnb amt faU outside of the
contour for the runW and of the areas enclosed by overlapping contour, of
two hangar areas.

There Is a probability ofo.tj that this would occur.

And

finally, to begin operations at at least two of the hangars It la necessary
for the bomb to faU outside of the contour for the runway only.

The

probability in this case is ai*-9„
Let us now tabulate the above results and tost their sensitivity to tbe wincJ
direction, then to the b/a ratio of the contaminated area, and fimlly to its
size by arbitrarily changing these parameters as follows.
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TABLE I
SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS TO CONTAMIHATIOH DATA
100 KT SURFACE BURST 5000' CEP 15 MPH WTHB

Contain. Area
x 10^) b/a

(gq-

Wind
Direction

Prob. of Starting Combat
Operations 1 Day after
At^I.^a0t

Runway

4- EEangai‘8

0°

0.28

o43

049

Based^n data used in report.

028

0,44

047

Contamination data varied to show
Ge.nsltivity of results.

028

0,46

0o46

t *

9 j

At Least ^

Reraarks

0.556

90

0.556

90

0.556

90

0,268

0°

Q56

0.55

0.66

II

11

l8o

°.556

0°

0o22

0.53

0.55

II

It

0

90

1

J

90
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It is very apparent that the direction of the wind-has almost no
effect, undoubtedly due to the ba.se being syiaaetrical about both center
lines, the intersection of which is the aiming point.
Die 50 °/o decrease of the b/a ratio, which lengthened the ellipse,
resulted in an average increase of the probability of starting combat operations
of 50 °/o.

The results are even less sensitive to the size of the

contaminatod area which, though doubled, reduced the probabilities only

24 °/o.

Of course this is only one case but it is probably fairly

typical, and reassuring in view of the uncertainty of the fall-outpattern.
Using the sane procedure as described above, probabilities of starting
combat operations were developed for 100 KT, 1500’ CEP (Figure 13), 2 HE}
1500' CEP (Figure 15) and 2 MT, 5000’ CEP (Figure l6), all '‘surface
bui'St1 1

o

As

and with a 15 nph wind, parallel to therunway.
shown in Figures 15 and 15 the response is quite slow in the case

of a 1500* CEP.

There are, however, several measures which could be under

taken to improve it.

Let us start with the equation which expresses the

dose rate at 1 hour as a function of the number of men exposed, dose rate
per bcsab drop and the times of exposure.

«(y3)_______ ,
-i 1 ^ n2^‘^2

•

To increase the probability of response we must decrease the size of
the contaminated area.

Siis may be done by increasing x, its peripheral

dose rate (Figure 11).

But first let us determine its value corresponding

to a specific time of say 2 days after a 100 IS! bcab drop (Figure 13), vlien
the probability of starting combat operations at at least 3 hangars is onlyO.05.

Lethal radius to hangars = 2000'
Lethal radius to runway = 1.5 x crater radius = 290' (Ref. 5)
ClearL-up operations start 16 hrs before combat operations start.
Nearest points of hangars are at corners of a 4000' square.
Aiming point is at center of square.
Maximum dosage per bomb drop = 50 roentgens

At least 3 hangars, if fueling and arming can be done safely in the hangars

Fueling and arming done in the open
At least 2 hangars
At least 3 hangars
4 hangars

Time after bomb drop (days)
Fig. 13 - Probability of starting combat operations vs time after bomb drop
100 KT - surface burst - 1500’ CEP - 15 mph wind

' Lethal radius to hangars = 2000'
Lethal radius to runway = 1.5 x crater radius = 290' (Ref. 5)
Clean-up operations start 16 hrs before combat operations start.
Nearest points of hangars are at corners of a 4000' square.
Aiming point is at center of square.
Maximum dosage per bomb drop = 50 roentgens.
At least 3 hangars, if fueling and arming can be done safely in the hangars

2

.9

° .3

At least 2 hangars
At least 3 hangars

Fueling and arming done in the open

4 hangars

Time after bomb drop (days)
Fig. 14 -"'Probability of starting combat operations vs time after bomb drop
100 KT - surface burst - 5000’ CEP - 15 raph wind

Lethal radius to hangars = 3000'
Lethal radius to runway = 1.5 x crater radius = 800' (Refo 5)
Clean-up operations start 16 hrs before combat operations start.
Nearest points of hangars are at comers of a 3000' square.
Aiming point is at center of square.
Maximum dosage per bomb drop = 50 roentgens
At least 3 hangars, if fueling and arming can be done safely in the hangars

/
Fueling and arming done in the open <
“1.... ‘ ■ r

.............. .
j

I

At least 2 hangars
At least 3 hangars

^[................................................................................... .
I

l

4 hangars —

Time after bomb drop (days)
Fig. 15 - Probability of starting combat operations vs time after bomb drop
2 MT - surface burst - 1500' CEP - 15 mph wind

O1

■V

Lethal radius to hangars = 3000'
Lethal radius to runway = 1.5 x crater radius = 800’ (Ref. 5)
Clean-up operations start 16 hrs before combat operations start.
Nearest points of hangars are at corners of a 6000' square.
Aiming point is at center of square.
Maximum dosage per bomb drop = 50 roentgens
At least 3 hangars, if fueling and arming can be done safely in the hangars

At least 2 hangars
/ Fueling and arming done in the open<

4-—--------- ^---------1---------------- -1------------------ ------------------

At least 3 hangars
4 hangars

Time after bomb drop (days)
Fig. 18 - Probability of starting combat operations vs time after bomb drop
2 MT - surface burst - 5000’ CEP - 15 mph wind

HM-1530
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-k'f.
x m 137 (loo/g)
3fI + 13(f2 +

« factor for multiplying dose rate at 1 hour to obtain dosage
received during I6 hour.’ clean-.ip period v.tiich starts 48-l6«32
hours after bomb drop « 0.22
f0 + ... fv. » sum of factors for dosage received during daily 8 hour
combat periods from 2 to 20 days inclusive after bomb
drop « 0.512
X a

ro.'iif^i'5gio;7ia)-- " 1350 r/hour at 1 hour

Some of the following measures are given only to show their degree of
effectiveness and are not necessarily recommended.
If the number of bcsmb drops, B, the base is to resist is reduced to
1 then the consequent doubling of x to 2660 r/hour at 1 hour will Increase
the probability of starting combat operations fromO.03 to0.15.

''

If a decontajninatlon program were completed earlier, say on the fifth
day instead of the twentieth, then the reduction to the sum of

+...f^ » 0.172

would of itself, increase x to 2060 r/hour and the above probability from
0.03 toO.08.
If the clean-up equipment were provided with shielding, such as lead ■
cabs, sufficient to reduce f^ to0.l(0.22) » 0.022 the probability wcruld be
raised only toO.05.
If the fueling and arming of the a/C were done in the underground
hangars instead of above ground, thereby reducing the average number of men
exposed, n0, from 13 to 1, then x would be raised from 1330 to W50 r/hour.
As shown in Figure 11 this would reduce the Else of the contaminated area
from 35^000,000 to 2,24-50,000 sq ft.

This appreciable decrease in area

would, in turn, increase the probability of starting combat opemtions,
2 day® after bomb drop and frcsa at least 3 hangars, from 03 to 0,52, a rather

startling improvement.

9~lh~:^,k
-48In the case of 5000* CEP (Figure l4) the increase

would be frGmO.55 tc Q.89 for the same starting time.

This is obviously-

tlxe most effective measure.
Let us see hov mich it would, improve the response in the 1’worst * *
case shoTO, the 2 MT bomb at 1500' CEP.

As indicated in Figure 15^ the

highest probability of starting combat operations, as limited by blast
damage, may not be realised until more than 12 days after bomb drop, a
probability of Q55

case of 1'at least 5 hangars'*,

But if the

fueling and arming were done in the hangars instead of in the open this
same' response cottld be achieved in approxiraately 3 days.
As this measure might be considered too hazardous, even though certain
precautions could be incorporated in the hangar design, the results are
given both with (for the case of 1'at least 3 hangars'1) and without its
use.

This blgiili^ts its p«y-off aid thus shows the necessity of giving

it serious consideration if furtlier study is undertaken of an underground
hangar design.

RI^-1230
9-14-54
-49CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that as a base-hardening measure the principle of
operating from dispersed and self-sufficient underground hangars appears
very promising.

However, if the fueling and arming of the aircraft are

done in the open rather than in tlie hangars then the dosage limitations to
the personnel will require several days, instead of about one day, before
a good probability of starting combat operations is assured.

The compari

son of this base defense measure with other measures is not the province
of this sub-study.

The final decision must be made in the light of the

operational, cost and lead time considerations pertinent to the over-all
problem.
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